
About Altus Realty

Altus Realty is a real estate agency that focuses on selling residential 

properties in Miami and Fort Lauderdale, Florida, to buyers in South 

America. Altus Realty’s LLC owner, Marilyn Jinete, was looking to 

improve her company’s lead generation campaigns and increase the 

number of calls to her business. To accomplish her business 

objectives, Marilyn partnered with White Shark Media in 2011.

Campaign Goals

PPC Strategist and Hispanic advertising expert 

Sebastian Talavera established goals with Marilyn 

that would allow her to improve Altus Realty’s ROI 

with the aid of Google AdWords:

 Obtain at least six conversions for every $300 

        invested each month (at a cost of $50 per 

        conversion).

 Stay in the top three positions in the SERPs 

       (Search Engine Result Pages) and outrank the 

        competition.

The Challenges

 Before partnering with White Shark Media, the status of the previous campaign was poor. It missing  negative 

       keywords, ad extensions, and proper punctuation in the ads. The campaign also had the wrong  keyword 

       selection and match type.

“I have been with White Shark Media for quite a while, and I am pleased that Sebastian manages my account 

because he always finds ways to increase my exposure, answers my e-mails on time, and helps me find better ways 

to grow my business.”

Marilyn Jinete

ALTUS REALTY | OWNER



THE CHALLENGES 

 Marilyn didn’t have sufficient call or conversion tracking installed to measure the number of conversions 

        and calls made through the web site.

 Competitors in the same industry have larger budgets, so it is important that we beat them with quality 

        rather than capital.

Our Solution

1) Campaigns Targeted to South America

 Altus Realty’s main market is Hispanics looking to buy property in Miami and Fort Lauderdale.

 We started promoting the properties with different keyword variations and synonyms in Spanish. For instance:

 Departamentos Miami      Propiedades Fort Lauderdale      Casas Miami      Inversiones Miami Beach

2) Google Analytics for Insights

 We initially targeted only Argentina. However, after looking at Google Analytics data, we noticed potential 

       clients from other countries visiting the Altus Realty’s site. With this data, we added other locations to our 

       campaigns, including:

 Chile      Peru      Ecuador      Spain     Bolivia      Paraguay

 By expanding the number of locations, we were able to drive more relevant traffic to the web site and

       significantly increase conversions.

3) Call and Conversion Tracking to Maximize ROI

 Even though Marilyn has a phone number on her web site, we identified that the majority of highly qualified 

        leads come from contact form submissions. Therefore, we installed conversion tracking to track contact form 

        submissions and optimize the campaign based on conversion volume and cost per acquisition.

 Focusing on contact form conversions helped us reach a $10 cost per conversion, exceeding the goal we 

        established at the beginning of a $50 cost per conversion.

4) A Thorough Negative Keyword List

 We built an extensive negative keyword list to weed out “dreamers” (people who  fill out the form but have no 

       intention of buying a property) from clicking on our ads and visiting the web site.



5) Attractive Ad Copy

 We highlighted the facts that Marilyn has full access to property listings, and 

        offers a free assessment to people looking to buy property.

 We used ad sitelinks, call extensions, and callout extensions to include more 

       information in our ads and make them more appealing to potential buyers. These 

       extensions were also replicated into mobile to attract prospects on the go.

The Results

Marilyn is thrilled with the results provided to Altus Realty. We maximized lead 

volume and decreased cost per conversion. We surpassed our initial goal of getting 

6 conversions per month at a $50 cost per conversion.

In Q1 2015, we obtained 204 conversions at an average cost per conversion of 

$11.54, which are 186 more conversions than Marilyn expected that quarter at a 

fraction of the cost.

Additionally, we improved overall campaign metrics: Traffic increased by 121%, and 

conversion rate increased by 68%. From Q2 2013 to Q1 2015, we increased 

conversions by 271% while decreasing cost per conversion by 49%.

Conversion
increased
by 271%

Traffic increased
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Conversion rate 
increased 
by 68%

Cost per 
conversion 
decreased
by 49%

Results
Summary:

www.whitesharkmedia.com

Conclusion

Before her partnership with White Shark Media, the owner of Altus Realty was not 

happy at all with the performance of her paid ad campaigns. Instead of continuing to 

lose out to competitors who have larger advertising budgets, her PPC Strategist, 

Sebastian, was able to change their trajectory by focusing on quality keywords and 

conversion tracking. The end result of these efforts was a greatly improved online 

marketing ROI, increased website traffic, and even more conversions. 
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